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those of the federal, are given priority over those of the other.
And this fact is also specifically indicated in the constitution.
All this goes to show that the division of powers
between  the  federal government and the  various   state
governments in  a federation  is  dictated by  the   special
circumstances of the country.   But the broad  fact; remains
that naturally those powers are assigned  to   the   state
governments, which vitally affect the life of the  inhabitants
and allow development of the country in  accordance   with
the local conditions of the states, while  matters concerning
the country as a whole are assigned  to the central govern-
ment.   But an apparently similar sort of division also takes
place in all unitary governments in which are set up what
are called local or municipal governments  vested with the
exercise of powers  vitally affecting  the  daily life of the
people.   How and in what manner,  therefore,  are these
divisions of powers between the federal and state govern-
ments in a federation on  the one hand, and between the
central government and local or municipal authorities in all
forms of governments on the other, to be distinguished and
differentiated from each other ?   Does the division   follow
the same lines, and does it set up similar authorities in  the
two cases ?   If not,  where does  the chief difference lie ?
These questions may bo answered briefly.     The division
of powers in these two cases is fundamentally different, and
the two authorities in the one case are absolutely dissimilar
from those set up in the other case.   In  a federation both
the federal government and  the state governments derive
their   authority   from   the   people   and  the   fundamental
constitution, and are absolutely independent of each other,
neither of them being legally authorised within the meaning
and purpose of the constitution   to encroach   upon   the
authority of the other or to destroy it by its force.     But
each is supreme within the sphere allotted to it.*    But in the
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